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ABSTRACT
Thisdocument presents results of a field study of the effect of sheltering of wind sensorsby
nearbyfoliage on the validity of wind measurementsat the Space Shuttle LandingFacility
(SLF). Standard measurementsare made at one second intervals from 30-foot (9.1-m) towers
located 500 feet (152m) from the SLFcenterline. The centerlinewinds are not exactly the same
as those measured by the towers. A companion study, Merceret (1995), quantifies the
differences as a function of statistics of the observed winds and distance between the
measurementsand points of interest. This work examines the effect of nearby foliage on the
accuracy of the measurementsmade by any one sensor, and the effects of averaging an
interpretationof the measurements.
The field program used logarithmically spaced portable wind towers to measure wind
speed and direction over a range of conditions as a functionof distance from the obstructing
foliage. Appropriate statisticswere computed. The results suggest that accuratemeasurements
requirefoliagebe cutback to OFCMstandards.
Analysis of averaging techniquesshowed that there is no significant difference between
vector and scalar averages. Longeraveraging periods reducemeasurement error but do not
otherwise change the measurement in reasonably steady flow regimes. In rapidly changing
conditions, shorteraveragingperiods may be requiredto capturetrends.
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NOTICE
Mentionof a copyrighted, trademarkedorproprietary product, service, or documentdoes
not constitute endorsement thereof by the author, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration,or theUnited StatesGovernment. Any such mention is solely for the purpose of
fully informingthereaderof the resources used to conduct thework reportedherein.
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1. Introduction
Thisreportexaminestheeffectof wind sensor sheltering by nearbyfoliage on the accuracy
of wind measurementsat the Space Shuttle LandingFacility (SLF) at the John F. Kennedy
Space Center (KSC),Florida. Additionally, it also examines the effects of various averaging
methods and periods on the interpretationof the data.
This introduction statesthe questions to be answered,explainsthe need to answer them, and
describes the conceptual design of the experiment. The following sections describe the
instrumentation, the dataprocessing, the specifics of the field experiments,and the results.
English units areused throughoutbecause they are standard for airfield measurements,and
all of the runway dimensions, sensorspacings, and data systems are based on English units.
Metricunits follow in parentheses the first timea measurement appears in a section.
1.1 Statementof the Question
The first questionthis investigation answersis HOW FAR FROMNEARBY TREESAND
SHRUBBERYDOESA WIND SENSORHAVE TOBEIN ORDERTOMEASURETHEWIND
SPEEDAND DIRECTIONWITHINSPECIFIEDACCURACY?
The second questionwhich the work answers is WHAT ARETHE EFFECTSOF VARIOUS
AVERAGINGTECHNIQUESAND PERIODSON THE ACCURACYOF MEASUREMENTOF
WIND SPEEDAND DIRECTION?
1.2 OperationalNeed and Opportunity
1.2.1 SLFStandardMeteorologicalWind TowerGeometry
The Shuttle LandingFacility, shown in Figure 1, is a 15,000 foot (4573 m) long concrete
runway which is 300 feet (91.5In) wide. The points of interestfor wind measurementsare along
the runway centerline. Winds are measuredfrom three towersat the standard airport height
of 30 feet (9.2m) by cupanemometers andvanes. Toavoid hazards to aircraft operations, the
wind towers are located 500 feet (152m) fromthe centerline on the east side. One is located
near the centerof the 15,000foot length with the other two between six and seven thousand feet
(about 2 kin)north and south of the centerrespectively.
Of the three standard SLFwind tower sites, the center site is thebest exposed. It meets the
Office of the FederalCoordinator forMeteorology (OFCM)standards discussedbelow. Except
for a few trailers 200 feet (60m) ormore away, there is nothing except grass and scrubbrush
shorterthan threefeet (1 m) within 1000feet (300m) of the sensor.
The exposure of the south site is similar to that of the centersite except that trees intrude
into the 1000-ftradius to the north and southeast. The closest trees are at least 600 feet (200m)
from the sensorand areno taller than about20 feet (6 in).
The north site was selected for the field portion of this studybecause the standard sensoris
located within 90 feet (27m) of a stand of trees ranging from ten to nearly 30 feet (3-10 m) tall.
(See Figure5, page 13). These trees occupy most of the eastem half of the 1000 foot circle
centered on the sensorand provide a "referenceobstruction"for the array of portable towers.
Internal memorandaby Maier (1992) at CSRand Tongue(1993) at JSC/SMGsuggested serious
sheltering effects on this sensorfor certain wind directions.
Figure 1. The Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF).
The OFCM has established standards for the siting of wind sensors at airports (Federal
Coordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting Research (1994), section 2.5). These
standards provide that a sensor should be:
"(a) ... at least 15 feet (5 meters) above the height of any obstruction (e.g., vegetation ...
(b) ... at least 10 feet (3 meters) higher than the height of any obstructionoutside the
500 foot (150 meter) radius, but within a 1000-foot (300-meter) radius of the wind
sensor."
An Objectis considered tobe an obstructionif it subtends a lateral angle of ten degrees or more as
viewed from the sensor. Since the tangent of ten degrees is 0.176, the rule of thumb is that an
objectis an obstructionunless it is at least five limes further away fromthe sensor than it is
wide.
Since these standards are generally applicable to all airports regulated by the Federal
Aviation Administration, they are frequentlycalled the "FAA Standards", but I will refer to
them as the OFCMStandards.
1.2.2 LandingandReturnto LaunchSite (RTLS)FlightRules
Space Shuttle landing approval will not be given unlesscertainweather criteria are met.
In addition to criteriarelated to lightning, precipitation, visibility and cloudcover, there are
the following constraintson surfacewinds (NASA FlightRules (1995):
SurfaceWindTurbulence Limits(Knots)
(Extractfrom Table2-6-]1)(Mustnot exceed indicatedvalue)
CROSS HEAD TAIL TAIL GUST
PEAK PEAK AVG PEAK
DAY (aUlandings) 15 25 10 15 10
NIGHT
RTLS 15 25 10 15 10
All Other Landings 12 25 10 15 10
As wind speeds approach these constraints, they are closely monitored. Significant
systematic differences among observations at the three standard sites casts doubt on the
reliability of the measurements. Unreliable data are not acceptable for making the critical
go/no-go landing decision. It is essential thatany such differencesbe understood,and that any
exposure-induced measurement errorsbe corrected.
1.2.3 lyro805RequirementsandResources
Detailed Test Objective (DTO) 805 is formally titled "Crosswind Landing Performance"
(NSTS 16725 Rev R). Its purpose is to demonstrate the capability to perform a manually
controlled Shuttlelanding in the presence of a crosswind. Therequiredmeteorological data are
temperature, wind speed and wind direction at the time of landing. The required
meteorologicalconditions area crosswind component of 10-15kt (5-8 m s-1)at landing. The long-
term goal is to increase landing opportunitiesby safelyrelaxing crosswind flight rules.
In order to get the best practical wind data for the DTO, JohnsonSpace Center provided
fundingfor six portable crank-up wind towers, each instrumentedwith wind and temperature
sensors. Thesewere tobe deployed along the Shuttle LandingFacility (SLF)for launches and
landings but were made availablefor redeployment for this studybetween Shuttle missions.
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1.2.4 SLFWind Data Processing andDissemination Systems
The SLFwind dataare transmittedto the LaunchControl Center (LCC)at KSCwhere they
are reformatted for transmission to Cape Canaveral Air Station (CCAS). At both KSC and
CCAS,they are averaged and presentedto users as graphic and tabular displays.
The data system at the LCChas recently been replaced. The previous system used scalar
averaging for the KSC average wind displays. During the changeover, the appropriate
averaging methods were discussed extensively. The averaging portion of this study was
initiated to answer some of the questionswhich arose fromthose discussions. The result was
the adoption of vector averaging in the new LCCdatasystem.
At CCAS the data are vector averaged and ingested into the Meteorological Interactive
Data Display System (MIDDS) for use by Range Weather Operations (RWO) and Johnson
Space Center'sSpaceflight MeteorologyGroup (SMG).
1.3 ConceptualDesign of the Investigation
The sheltering field experiment used the portable 30-ft (9.2-m) wind towers in a
configurationdesigned to determine the differences between measurementsas a functionof the
spacing between the sensors and the foliage. These differences were used to develop a
reasonableestimate of the actual set-backdistance requiredfor accurate measurements under
reasonableconditions.
The averaging study combinedmathematical analysis with empirical verification using
standard wind tower data fromSTS-52and STS-53 launches and synthetically generated wind
fields. The synthetic wind generationalgorithm is described in detail in Appendix 8.3. Vector
and scalar averages from the same data were compared to determine whether significant
differencesexisted. Differing averagingperiods were examined as well.
2. Instrumentation and Data Processing
2.1 Instnunentation
2.1.1 Anemometers
The wind speed sensoris a Climet three cupanemometer. A light beam is chopped by a
rotating slotted disk to generate a pulse train whose frequencyis proportional to wind speed.
The operatingrange is 0 to 95.5 kt (49m s-I) with a starting threshold of 0.5 kt (0.26 m s-l). The
ratedaccuracyis the greaterof I percentor 0.13kt (0.07m s-_).The distance constant is five feet
(1.5 m). Endto end system accuracyis estimated at less than (meknot (0.5 m s-l). These are
similar to the anemometers on the standard towers.
2.1.2 Wind Vanes
Wind direction is measuredby Climetwind vanes with a speed threshold of 0.65 kt (0.33 m
s-_). The vanes are of the dual potentiometertype having a mechanical rangeof 360 degrees
and an electricalrange of 540 degrees to avoid the discontinuity at the 0-360degree transition
point. Rated accuracyis two degrees. Endto end system accuracyis estimated at aboutthree
degrees. The delay distance is less than three feet (1 In). These are also similar to the sensors
on the standard towers.
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Figure 2. A portable wind tower, extended.
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Figure 3. A portable wind tower, retracted.
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Figure 4. Portable wind tower sensors and antenna.
2.1.3 TrailerandTowers
The instrumentsare raised to 30 feet (9.2 m) above ground level (AGL) on crank-up
aluminumtowers which are mountedon trailers for mobility. When lowered, the towers are
tilted overon hinges and travel in the horizontal position. When extended, the towers are
stabiliTedby guy wires. Azimuthal alignment is obtained using an opticai boresight mounted
on each trailer and a visual point of reference. A solar panel, battery, and charger/regulator
circuitryare provided to power the instruments and dataacquisitionsystems.
Figure2 and Figure3 show a tower in the extended and retracted positions, respectively. A
close-up of the mounted instrumentationis shown in Figure4.
2.1.4 Data Loggersand ControlSystems
In addition to the sensors,power, and signal processingelectronics, each trailer containsa
digital data logger and a LrHFradio transceiverfor receipt and acknowledgment of commands.
The UHF antenna is located at the top of the tower.
The data logger is a Campbell Scientific Model CR10 augmented with an SM716 storage
module and an SC532 interfacebox to permitdownloading datato an MS-DOS(R)PC. Software
stored in the storagemodule containsthe data acquisitionlogic and calibrationconstants for the
sensors.
When the system is powered-up, the software is downloaded from the storage module to
the data logger. The system then initializes and waits until it receives a "Wake up" command
from the UHF receiver. Uponreceipt of "Wake up", the commandis acknowledged and once-
per-seconddatacollectionand storagebegins and continues until receipt of a "Sleep" command.
The dataare one-second samples, not averages.
Upon receipt of a "Sleep" command, the system stops sampling or storing data,
acknowledges the command, and returnsto its "wait for a command" mode.
During data collection, the Master Controller Station may transmit synchronization pulses.
When these are received, they are acknowledged and a dedicated data element is set to show
receipt of the pulse. Thispermitssynchronization of the six towers to within one secondeven i f
their local clocks drift.
The Master Controller Stationis an MS-DOS(R) PC used to initiate commandsand receive
confirmationsfromthe data collection systems. The PC accepts IRIG-Bor Global Positioning
System (GPS)time signals and logs to a file the exact timeeach commandis sent. This permits
synchronization of the tower clocksto a single standard external sourcefor comparisonwith
external data streams if desired.
2.2 Data Processing
Data processing for this experiment was accomplished on IBM compatible MS-DOS (R)
personal computersusing software written by the author for the Microsoft (R) Professional
BASIC Compiler v. 7.0. A wide variety of data files was generated. See Appendix 8.1, SLF
Wind Study and DTO805KSCProcessedFileStructure.
2.2.1 Data Preprocessing.
The data are transferred from the data modules on the towers to comma-delimited ACSII
files on an MS-DOS (R) PC. The files are larger than necessary because they contain
engineering information which is not requiredfor the analysis. They can be of unequallengths
if caleor more towers failed to respond to wake-up or sleep commands. Before statistical
processing of the data begins, the records must be synchronized, quality controlled, and
reformatted.
2.2.1.1 Synchronization.
The ControlStation sends Wake-up, Synchronization, and Sleep commandsto the tower
data loggers. A data elen_entin the ASCIIrecords is set to zero unlessa commandwas received
during the intervalfor that record. Upon receiptof a command, that dataelement is set to 1 for
Wake-up, 2 for Synch,or 3 forSleep.
A program called SLFSYNCHreads the ASCIIfile and prints each record with a non-zero
commandelement. The recordnumberand entire contents of that record are printed. The
SLFSYNCHprintouts from each of the six towers are manually compared against each other
and against the master controller commandrecord. Foreach tower, the record numberof the
starting and ending recordis determined. Recordsat the beginning,end, or both are deleted
from the files as necessary so that each file has the same numberof recordsand begins and ends
at the same time to the second.
2.2.1.2 Quality Control
After the files have been synchronized, a rough quality controlcheck is done by a program
called SLFQC. This programreads the synchronizedASCII files and prints the first and last
record,the numberof records,and any recordforwhich any of the following events occurs:
• TowerIDnumberchanges
• Engineeringconfigurationflagchanges
• Wind speed or direction negative
• Wind directionexceeds 540 degrees (electrical)
• Windspeed exceeds99 kt (51m s-1)
• Winddirectionchanges by more than 60 degrees
• Windspeed changesby more than five kt (2.6m s-1)
The resulting printoutis manually examined. Any flagged recordfor which an acceptable
explanation (such as wind directionscale "wrap-around")is not obvious is examined along with
the adjacent recordsto determine the cause of the flag. Real events such as passage of an
aircraft near a sensorare noted to avoid impacting the analysis. Clearly erroneousdata, i f
limited to a single record,are correctedby interpolation _romadjacentrecords from the same
sensor.
Fewer than a dozen interpolations were required in the entire experiment, and no aircraft
passages contaminated any data.
2.2.1.3 Formatting
When the data are synchronized and quality controlled, the engineering data,
temperatures,and times are stripped from the files to reduce their size and complexity. Files
containing a header with the start and stop times followed by data recordsare created. The
datarecords containthree elements each: time in serial seconds from the start,wind speed in kt,
and wind direction in degrees. Thisreformattingis done by a program called SLFFMT.
2.2.2 Data Processing.
2.2.2.1 Basic Statistics
A program called VECTSTATcomputed the mean, standard deviation and variance,
skewness, kurtosis, and probability densities and distributions of wind speed and direction.
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Tabular listings of aU results were printed. Printer graphics plots of the probability densities
and distributions were available. The file headers and sample sizes were included with the
listings and plots.
The mean (average), /_ of a set of data X i (i =1... N) is given by
N
=(1/n)xxi
i=1
and represents a typical or effective value for the data. (Snedecor and Cochran, p.26)
The higher moments are defined with reference to departures from the mean. Thus if X I
are the original data, then define the departures from the mean as
x, =X, -#.
The variance is the second moment defined by
N
=0/iv)Ex,
#=l
and representsheamountofscatterin thedata aboutthe mean. As computed,thisisthe
samplevariancewhich issmallerthanthepopulationvarianceby a factorof (IV-I)/N.In
this tudy,iV typicallywas greaterthan3000,so thedifferenceisnegligible.The squareroot
ofthevarianceisthestandarddeviation,_. Itmeasuresthescatterinthesame unitsas the
mean and the original data. (Snedecor and Cochran p.29)
The normalized third moment is called the Skewness coefficient. It is given by
N
#m|
and representshedegreetowhich the distributionisasymmetricalaboutthe mean. Fora
Gaussian(normal)distribution,S=0. (Snedecorand Cochranp.78.)
The normalizedfourthmoment iscalledtheKurtosiscoefficient.I isgivenby
N
K=(I/n)Zx/a4
i=1
and measuresthe degreetowhich the scattertendstohave long"tails".For a Gaussian
distribution,K=3. (Snedecorand Cochranp.79)
The probabilitydensitiesareestimatedassigningthedatatoa finitenumberofequally
sizedbinsdependingon theirvaluesand normalizingthe bincountsby the totalnumberof
samples.The cumulativeprobabilityisestimatedby summingtheprobabilitydensitiesup to
thecurrentbin.Thus p(k)= (numberofsamplesinbink)/(totalnumberofsamples)and
k
P(k)= Y.p(i)(Bendatand Piersol,1966,p284).
i=1
Clearly,P(M)= lwhere M isthefinalbin.
2.2.2.2 Scalar Wind Averaging
The simplest method computationally for averaging wind data collected with a cup
anemometer and wind vane which produce separate wind speed (INS) and wind direction (WD)
outputs is to average WS and WD separately. This treats them as independent scalar
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quantifies. WS is averaged without regardto direction,and WD is averaged without regard to
WS.
While this methodology is simple, it also has pitfalls. Wind direction is cyclic. Rotate a
300 degree wind to the rightby 45 degrees and you get 345, but rotate it another 45 degrees and
you get 30 degrees,not 390. Averagesof cyclicdatacanbe perverse. Physically, 359 degree and
001 degree winds are both north winds, but their arithmeticaverage is 180 degrees, or south! To
some extent,thiscan be mitigated by using sensorswithranges up to 540 degrees, but even these
extendedrange sensors sufferfrom "wrap-around"error.
2.2.2.3 Vector Wind Averaging
To overcome the cyclic variable problemand obtain a physically meaningful average, the
wind should be treated as the vector quantity it is. This requires computing the north
component(v) and the eastcomponent (u) of the wind field separately using
v= -WScos(WD)and
. =-WSsin(wD).
These componentsare then arithmetically averaged and the resultant vector averaged
wind speed and direction are computed from the component averages using
{WD}= Arctan((u)/(v))
where( ) denotesasc ar(t e) averagedquantityand{ } denotesa vectoraveraged
quantity. Thusthe scalaraveragedINSandWD are indicatedby (W$)and (WD). A quadrant
adjustmentis requiredin thearctangentfunction.
Vector averaging always gives the correct"common-sense"answer for the wind direction. It
also gives a muchbetter estimate when used to computeaerosol transport or cumulative wind
stress effectson structures. If the wind speed is relatively constantbut the direction is highly
variable, the vector average speed can be considerablylower than the scalar average speed.
Typically, this omarsin light and variable wind conditions. It is not usually of concern,
although it could be significant for structural stress evaluations under very gusty, high wind
conditions such as found in severe thunderstorms. Themaindisadvantageof the vector average
is that it is more complexto compute. With today's available desktop computingpower, this
disadvantage is usually negligible.
2.2.3 Data Postprocessing.
The volume of information producedby the software described above is difficult to digest
and understand. To facilitate comparisonof data at differing separations and on different
days, selected quantifies were manually transcribed onto summary sheets.
For the same reason, selected data were transferred to DeltaGraph (R) spread sheets in
order to generate publicationquality graphics.
3. The Field Experiments -- Design and Configuration
The towers were deployed in an array especially tailoredfor this experiment. The position
foreach tower was surveyed in advance. The towers were towed into position, aligned, guyed
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andleveled, and crankedup to the operational height. An intercomparisonarray was used to
insure adequaterelative sensor calibration.
3.1 The IntercomparisonArray
Inter-tower consistency of calibration was essential to interpreting the data for this
experiment. Before and after each experimental deployment, the six trailers were brought
together forintercomparison. The site was clearedto beyond 500feet (152m). The trailers were
located within 20 feet (6.1m) of each other and operated at their standard height for at least
fourhoursundermoderatewind conditions.
For each trailer the wind speed and direction statistics were computedfrom the entire
recordof one secondsamples. Sample sizes exceeded 14,000. Agreement of all sensors within
rated specifications was a pre-requisite to deployment. Ononeoccasion a bad wind direction
sensorwas detected and repaired. The entireset was re-comparedbeforedeployment.
Postexperimentintercomparisonsdid not detectany departurefrom ratedaccuracy. Table 1
shows a typical comparisonrun. The standard errorof measurementwas computedby dividing
the observedstandard deviationby the squareroot of the sample size. An array was accepted
if the largestdifferencebetween any two sensorswas less than twice the sumof the rated end-
to-end errorand the standard errorofmeasurement.
Data Taken 03/09/94 at Center Site
14:14:00to 18:15:16(14478records)
Tower # Mean Std Dev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Wind Speed (kt)
1 12.09 2.88 8.28 0.32 2.95
2 12.13 2.96 8.76 0.30 3.00
3 12.18 2.89 8.34 0.40 3.07
4 12.25 2.94 8.62 0.36 3.04
5 12.25 3.00 8.99 0.33 3.04
6 12.07 2.85 8.12 0.33 2.96
Wind Direction (Degrees)
1 351.26 16.62 276.36 -0.03 2.46
2 348.37 16.74 280.07 -0.08 2.50
3 350.02 16.26 264.32 0.01 2.47
4 352.20 16.27 264.66 -0.01 2.40
5 350.62 16.28 265.15 -0.08 2.49
6 349.43 16.42 269.49 0.02 2.46
Standard ErrorMeasurement:
Wind Speed: 0.02
Wind Direction: 0.13
SpecifiedSensorSystem End-to-EndAccuracy:
Wind Speed: 1.0
Wind Direction: 3.0
Conclusions:
Wind speeds are well within specified accuracy.
Wind directions are within specified accuracy.
Table 1. A typical sensor intercomparison with annotations as maintained in projectrecords.
12
Figure 5. Photographof the shelteringarray.
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3.2 The SheItering Array
In order to resolve the sheltering issue we used a linear six tower arraywith logarithmic
spacingfrom 20 feet (6 m) to 3100feet (945 In) as shown in Figure 5 and Figure6. It was sited
near thenorthstandard sensor and aligned alonga bearingof 136degrees, almost perpendicular
to a line of trees which extendedback for a distance of morethan a mile (2 km). Logarithmic
spacing was attractive because it covered a wide range of spacings with a few towers, and
provided finerresolution closer to the obstruction. This enabled locating the region of foliage
influence with a resolution appropriateto the distance involved.
In order to cover the range of separations needed for this study, ten logarithmically spaced
sites were required. Forany single experiment,six of the ten sites were selected since we had
only six towers available.
4. The Results
4.1 Overview
The resultsshow that improperexposureof the northwind sensor due to foliage within 100
feet (30.5 In) can reduce'measuredmeanwind speeds by as much as 30 percent when the wind
blows from the foliage toward the sensor. The wind speed standard deviation increases near
the foliage adding uncertaintyas well as errorto the measurement.
Wind directions are unaffected in the mean, but the measuredstandard deviation (sigma
theta) increases near the trees. This adds uncertainty to themeasurement.
The averaging techniques commonlyin use by various wind data collection and display
systems at KSCand CCASdo not introduceany significant errorinto the measurements. There
is no significant differencebetween vector and scalar averaging techniquesfor wind regimesof
operational interest to the Shuttle program.
4.2 Wind Speeds
To facilitate intercomparisonof the data in different configurationsand at different wind
speeds, the wind speed datawere normalized. Normalizationto the free stream was desirable,
but normalization to a point ccmmcn to all of the arrays used was essential. To meet the
commonality criterioncompletely and approximate the free stream one as closely as possible,
the common point was takento be the most distanttower in the shortest array. This point was
820ft (250m) from the tree line. Every array used containeda tower at this point. The data
presented hereare normalized by dividing the actualmean wind speed by the mean wind speed
at the 820 foot tower. The varianceswere similarly normalized.
Figure7 and Figure8 show that when the wind blows toward or at right angles to the trees,
there is little effecton the wind speed un_l distances well within 100 feet (30.5m) are reached.
Even then, only a five percentreductionin meanwind speed occurs.
Figure 9 shows logarithmically and linearly that the measuredaverage wind speed is
significantly reduced when thewind is blowing from the treelinetoward the sensors. The data
to be well fit (r2 =0.932forN = 54)-seem by a purely empiricalhyperbolic tangent relationship
wsmS82o=0975. 0175 (09(in(x)-6549481))
which is plotted along with the data in the figures.
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This relationshipmay be used to estimate the wind speed reductionnormalized to the free
stream asymptote rather than the tower at 820 feet. The results are presented in Figure 10.
They appear valid within about _+30degrees of the bearing directly _om the trees.
Determining the details of the variation of this empirical model with wind direction would
require data beyond the scope and resourcesof this investigation. Beyond about _+60degrees,
the results approach those presented for the right angle cases.
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Based on the hyperbolic tangent model, the current placement of the north wind tower
approximately 90 feet (27 m) from the tree line results in about a 30% reduction in the measured
mean wind when the wind blows from the tree line (southeast winds). To reduce the wind
shadowing effect to a 10 percent reduction, the foliage would need to be trimmed (or the sensor
moved) to aUow for 1000 feet (305 m) of clearance. This distance is the same as that
recommended by the Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorology (1994).
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Figure 11 shows that the normalized wind speed variance,additionally normalized by the
wind speed to constructa drag coefficient, rises rapidly approaching the trees. The change
takes place in the same regionwhere thewind speed begins to decrease.
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Figure 11. Normalized dragcoefficientversusdistance fromthe obstruction.
The dataare consistentwith the speed reductionand drag coefficient increase being caused
by dynamic adjustmentof the flow to the change in roughnesslength rather than to physical
"sheltering" or blockage by the trees. This explains why the effects propagate out to such a
largedistance. Pureblockageeffectswouldnot be expected more than a few "tree heights" out
beyond the trees, and would be expected to be observedwhen the flow approaches the trees as
well as when it flows from them. On the other hand, roughnessadjustmentstake place mostly
downstream froman obstruction,and requireadjustmentof the entireboundarylayer throughout
its depth. Thisadjustment in depth takes much longerto accomplish.
To find theoretical and independent experimental support for the suggested physical
mechanism, a brief literature search was performed. Estimates in the published literature
sampled varied widely, and theoretical analyses were vague and inconsistent. The sources
cited by Wyngaard (1973) indicated a transition length greater than 328 ft (100m) consistent
with our observations although the argumentof Stull (1989, Section 14.2) leads to smaller
values. In view of this lack of consensusandin the absence of flux measurements or vertical
profiles in our data, the physical mechanism presented here must be considered tentative.
4.3 Wind Directions
As shown in Figures12,13 and 14, the mean wind directionis not affectedby the presence of
the trees at any distance regardless of the wind directionof the free flow.
On the other hand, Figure 15 shows that normalized sigma theta increases as one
approachesthe trees when the mean wind directionis from the treeline. This is also consistent
with the hypothesis that the physical explanation for the effect of the foliage on the flow is
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its effect ca the roughness length rather than physical obstruction,with the same caveat
concerninglack of flux data and vertical profiles.
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4.4 AveragingTechniques
4.4.1 Scalarvs. Vector Averaging
4.4.1.1 Analytical Results
The analytical framework for comparing scalar with vector averaging consisted of
evaluating both averages in a geometrydesigned to simplify the arithmetic. The geometry
aligns the mean wind with one coordinateaxis, which should result in no loss of generality
since the results for any otherwind directioncan be computed simply by coordinaterotation.
The following notation is adopted:
WS is the instantaneouswind speed measured by the cup anemometer.
WD is the instantaneous wind directionmeasuredby the wind vane. It is the direction
FROMwhich the wind is blowing, referencedto truenorth.
u is the easterly componentof the instantaneous wind vector.
v is the northerlycomponent of the instantaneous wind vector.
(x) denotes the time averaged value of x. This is by definition the scalar average
ofx.
{x} denotes the vector averageof x, which mustbe either WSorWD.
x' denotes the instantaneous departureof x from (x). Thus by definition v = (v) +v'
andu=(u)+.'.
The basic relations from which the results are derived are the following:
Convertingwind speed anddirectioninto vectorcomponents
u=-WSsin(WD) v=-WScos(WD)
Convertingcomponents into wind speed and direction
ws=_ +v2 WD=._¢tan(uIv)
Thescalaraveragesare(u), (v), (WS)and (WD).
Thevectoraveragesfor _ and _ aredefinedas follows:
{ws}=_/(u)=+<_)=
{WD}=._ctan((u)/(v)).
In general, the vector and scalar averages of WS and WD will differ. This analysis
estimates the magnitude of the difference.
We begin by postulating a steadysouth wind for which we have
(v)=V(>0), (u)=0, {WS}=(WS)=V, {WD}=<WD)=180.
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Upon this we superimposefluctuations u' and v' having zero mean, and recomputethe
vector and scalar averages of WSand WD. For analytic convenience,we will restrict these
fluctuations to magnitudes smaller than Y. This is usually realistic in the atmosphere except
in the case of light and variablewinds. The resulting instantaneous values to be averaged are
thus
and
WE)= Arctan(u'/(V + v')).
With the fluctuations added,we still have (v)= V and(u)=O, andthusby definition the
vectoraveragesare{WS}=Vand{WD}=180".
The scalar averages for WSand ;FD are more complicated. To get at them we'll take
advantage of the assumption that the fluctuations are smaller in magnitude than Vand expand
the non-linear functions in power series. For I:_-<1,
x3 x5
Arctan(x)= x- --+.....and3 5
=1-x+x2......(Souders(1967),p 37).l+x
We can write u'/(V + v') as (u' / V)/(1+ v' / V) which becomes (u' / V)(1- v' / V+...). Upon
substitution into the expansion for the Arctangent we get
The firsttermiszerosince(u')=0 by definition.The thirdorderandhighertermsare
negligiblecomparedtothesecondorderterm,whichthusdeterminesthescalaraverage.Inthe
surfaceboundarylayer,thesecondordertermistypicallyoforder0.001radiansor0.06degrees
becauseu"and v"areonlyslightlycorrelated.Thusthevectorandscalarwinddirection
averagesareforpracticalpurposesidenticalexceptpossiblyunderlightand variable
conditionswherethefluctuationsexceedthemeaninmagnitude.
Similarly,onemay expand
(ws)=q(v+v')2u"
Aftersomealgebra,theresultis
Thus the scalar average wind speed is always larger than the vector average (whid_ equals Y)
by the factor(u'2) / 2V2.
4.4.1.2 Empirical Results
Based on observed characteristicsof SLFwinds over the range3.5-15kt (1.8-7.7m s-1)and oa
synthetic wind generatortests, the differencebetween vector and scalar wind speed averages is
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of order0.3 kt (0.2m s-_). The wind direction differenceis within the errorof the wind direction
sensors and is unmeasurable. These results are generally consistent with those of Thuillier
(1995).
4.4.2 Averaging Periods
The effect of varying the averaging period is widely describedin the statistical literature
such as Bendat and Piersol (1966) orSnedecor and Cochran(1980) and will not be repeated in
detail here. In summary,for stationary processeswith N samples per average, the computed
mean and standard deviation are unbiased estimates regardless of the value of N. The
sampling variance is inversely proportional to N.
Fornon-stationary processes, the sampling variance remains proportional to l/N, but is
harder to interpret. The mean remains unbiased but is also difficult to interpret. The computed
variance increases. Fora linear trend, it increases as N2. This contaminatesestimates of the
values of sigma theta and wind speed sigma.
Forwinds acceptablefor operationsat the SLF,the effects of varying the averaging period
from one to fifteen minutes are small. Exceptin the case of the passage of sea-breeze boundaries
or fronts, even the effects of non-stationarity may be neglected for averaging periods in this
range.
4.4.3 Peak Wind Speed and Direction
The wind data system reportsa peak wind speed foreach five minute interval. For reasons
having to do with noise levels in the system, the secondhighest peak is actually reported. A
separate "direction of the peak wind" is not reported by the data system.
A brief empirical study was conducted to determinewhether the direction of the peak wind
differs significantly from the mean wind direction over the five minute interval. Data from
STS-52 and STS-53 were used. Typical observeddifferenceswere on the order of ten degrees.
The largest observed differencewas 22 degrees.
Based on this limited sample, the difference between the mean and peak wind directions
appears to be of the order of one sigma theta, and thus is not generally significant since the
RMSdifference between the sensors and the runway is at least this large (Merceret,1995).
5. Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Technical Results
The first questionwe set out to answer was HOW FAR FROM NEARBY TREESAND
SHRUBBERYDOESA WIND SENSORHAVE TOBEIN ORDERTO MEASURETHEWIND
SPEEDAND DIRECTIONWITHINSPECIFIEDACCURACY?
The answer is provided by Figure 10 which shows that to limit average wind speed
measurementreductionsto ten percent or less the sensorshould be at least 1000ft (305m) from
the trees in accordance with the OFCMstandard.
The secondquestion we set out to answer was WHAT ARE THE EFFECTSOF VARIOUS
AVERAGING TECHNIQUESAND PERIODSON THEACCURACYOF MEASUREMENTOF
WIND SPEEDAND DIRECTION?
The answer to this questionis that there is no significant difference between vector and
scalar averaging techniques except at the lowest wind speeds where the directional deviation
becomeslarge (light and variable winds). Where there is a difference, the "correct" method
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depends on the use to which the data are to be put. Fortoxic dispersion purposes, the vector
average is always the right choice. Forengineeringpurposes, the vector averaged direction
and RMSspeed may be moreappropriate. For meteorological purposes, the vector averaged
direction and scalar averagedspeed maybe most representative.
Averaging periods may be selected to match the intended usage. Evaluation of Launch
Commit Criteria (LCC)and Flight Rules (FR)should be done with the same averaging period
• used in the climatology from which they were derived (usually five minutes). Engineering
applications may requireshorteror longeraveragingperiods. The meansare not biased by the
averaging period. The standard deviations are reduced with longer averaging periods in
steady-state conditions as short- period variance is integratedout by the averaging process.
Peak wind speed and direction arenot averages,butsingle samples and are not affected by
the averaging processused.
5.2 Impact on OperationalUse of SLFMeteorologicalData
For operational use in evaluating LCCand FR, the standard SLF wind sensors must be
properly exposed. Foliage or structuresmust not be allowed to encroach into their near
surroundings.Such encroachment alters their readings which are no longer representative of
the actual local environment. Properexposuremust be continuouslymaintained through the
necessary landscaping practices.
Selection of vector or scalar wind averagingshould have no significant operational impact
since they are nearly identical except under light and variable wind conditionswhich posem
normal operationalco.ncem.
Use of the normal range of averaging periods, fzom {meto five minutes, for operational
displays poses no operational problem as long as the LCCand FR are evaluated using the
averaging period forwhich they were designed.
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8. APPENDICES
8.1 SLFWindStudy and DTO805KSCProcessedFileStructure- File Naming Conventions
XJJJTFIT.00Nwhere N is the portable tower ID number,JJJis the Julian day, TFIT is the
starting time in HHMM format. X is a prefixwith the following values:
F denotes basic data files after reformatting for analysis.
L denotes LCC(60s) averageddatain Fformat
M denotes MIDDS(5 min) averageddata in F format.
Q denotes QC'ddata in the original format beforereformatting for analysis.
T denotes two-minuteaverageddata in F format.
D files are Difference files in F format with file names of the form DJJJITIT.NOM
where N and M are the towerID numbersof the files differenced. They were not
used in this paper.
S files are SLFstandard met towerwind data in F formatwith file names of the form
SJJJTFIT.mwhere HI = N05, C03, or S04 denotes the North site (met tower 5),
Centersite (tower 3) or South site (tower 4).
File Formats:
F format files have a three line header of form
Filename:HHMMSSto HHMMSSon MM/DD/YY Keywords(blankline)
N, T WS WD
Exception:The first line of the headerin D files containsthe names of the files differenced
rather than the time/date information.
Following the header are N lines of commadelimited ASCII data containing three fields:
time (serial seconds), wind speed (knots),wind direction (degrees).
Q files and raw portable tower data files have no header. Each recordoccupiesone line and
contains eight comma delimited ASCIIfields: 999,HHMM,SS,WS,WD,TA,S ID.
The first groupis an internal code; the value doesn't matter. The next groupis HHMM
(hours and minutesGMT). The third groupis seconds. The fourth and fifth groupsare wind
speed (kt) and direction (degrees, 0-540). The sixth groupis temperature (*F). The seventh
groupis the Synch code describedbelow. The last groupis the towerID number. TheSyr_ code
is non-zeroonly when a controlsignal is transmitted to the unit. If the code is 1, a START
commandwas sent. If the code is 2, a SYNCH referencecommandwas sent. If the code is 3, a
SLEEPcommand was sent.
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8.2 Wind Sheltering Data Sets
This table lists the data used for the sheltering analysis presented in this paper. The
columns containthe following information:
Fname: File name (See Appendix 8.1). File suffixes of the form 0AN, 0BN etc. are
respectively the A, B ... sectionsof the file with suffix 00N. Segmenting
files is sometimesnecessary to ensureuniformityof analysis conditions under
varying environmentalconditions.
N: Number of recordsin the file
DIST: Distance from the tree line to the tower (feet)
WSBAR: Mean wind speed (kt).
WDBAR: Mean wind direction (deg) relative to the ARRAY. Winds from 000 degrees
in this coordinate system are blowing directly from the trees toward the
array. Winds of 180 degrees are blowing directlyfrom the array toward the
trees. Winds from 090 degrees approachthe array fromthe right if viewed
facing the trees from the array. Formeteorological wind direction, add 136
degrees to the value shown.
WSDEV: Standard deviation of wind speed (kt).
WDDEV: Wind direction standard deviation (sigma theta) (deg).
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Fname N Dist WSBar WDBar WSDev WDDev
1:0111351.001 24288 20 6.80 241.86 2.04 18.05
F0111351.002 24288 1040 7.57 241.77 2.03 14.85
F0111351.003 24288 120 7.52 239.61 2.12 15.66
F0111351.004 24288 220 7.50 236.77 2.15 15.84
F0111357.005 24288 ' 420 7.57 241.51 2.09 15.54
F0111351.006 24288 820 7.48 238.82 1.99 14.66
F0951457.001 26067 1500 6.86 257.51 1.71 20.37
F0951457.002 26067 1040 7.24 257.06 1.74 19.41
F0951457.003 26067 2520 7.45 261.33 1.72 18.37
F0951457.004 26067 220 7.21 264.35 1.76 19.23
F0951457.005 26067 420 7.17 258.41 1.76 19.30
F0951457.006 26067 820 7.09 257.17 1.70 19.00
F1731406.0B1 9500 20 5.83 86.75 1.66 23.25
F1731406.0B2 9500 60 5.91 84.26 1.64 21.41
F1731406.0B3 9500 120 6.11 82.37 1.67 20.90
F1731406.0B4 9500 220 6.04 84.01 1.65 20.67
F1731406.0B5 9500 420 6.14 78.03 1.63 22.73
F1731406.0B6 9500 820 6.18 75.67 1.61 24.55
F1741510.001 18845 20 8.46 91.77 2.12 23.45
F1741510.002 18845 60 8.63 87.79 2.13 22.99
F1741510.003 18845 120 8.75 91.12 2.12 23.56
F1741510.004 18845 220 8.66 93.65 2.09 23.16
F1741510.005 18845 420 8.70 88.02 2.16 23.06
F1741510.006 18845 820 8.63 88.62 2.11 21.91
F0061224.0A1 11621 20 6.57 352.37 2.45 16.33
F0061224.0A2 11621 1040 7.90 357.67 2.69 13.12
F0061224.0A3 11621 120 6.43 351.53 2.61 18.91
F0061224.0A4 11621 220 6.54 352.46 2.60 16.94
F0061224.0A5 11621 420 6.87 354.61 2.66 15.95
F0061224.0A6 11621 820 7.57 354.47 2.64 13.60
F0941312.0A1 10730 1500 5.86 2.59 2.07 24.95
F0941312.0A2 10730 1040 5.69 0.16 2.04 26.33
F0941312.0A3 10730 2520 6.10 6.10 2.14 22.60
F0941312.0A4 10730 220 4.79 7.90 1.75 31.61
F0941312.0A5 10730 420 5.13 1.01 1.85 31.29
F0941312.0A6 10730 820 5.52 359.95 1.96 31.03
F0941312.0B1 14840 1500 9.78 357.97 2.24 18.67
F0941312.0B2 14840 1040 9.36 356.81 2.21 19.39
F0941312.0B3 14840 2520 10.22 0.08 2.35 18.79
F0941312.0B4 14840 220 7.76 4.39 2.22 22.62
F0941312.0B5 14840 420 8.16 358.96 2.14 21.37
F0941312.0B6 14840 820 8.89 357.53 2.16 19.68
F1011321.001 20802 1500 16.73 347.37 2.89 10.78
F1011321.002 20802 1040 15.93 345.96 3.01 11.66
F1011321.003 20802 2520 17.51 349.95 2.95 10.21
F1011321.004 20802 220 12.40 351.62 3.48 17.22
F1011321.005 20802 420 13.52 346.58 3.27 15.16
F1011321.006 20802 820 15.10 346.45 3.01 12.10
F0061224.0B1 16750 20 10.65 21.33 2.93 16.67
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Fname N Dist WSBar WDBar WSDev WDDev
F0061224.0B2 16750 1040 15.55 27.06 2.85 8.94
F0061224.0B3 16750 120 11.26 22.81 3.00 15.37
F0061224.0B4 16750 220 12.06 23.44 3.04 13.10
F0061224.0B5 16750 420 13.46 26.57 2.96 11.64
F0061224.0B6 16750 820 14.89 24.73 2.80 9.68
F1661705.0B1 21704 20 6.18 338.84 2.07 22.82
F1661705.0B2 21704 60 6.22 337.49 2.09 23.87
F1661705.0B3 21704 120 6.24 335.75 2.08 24.90
F1661705.0B4 21704 220 6.36 339.82 2.06 23.85
F1661705.0B5 21704 420 6.98 335.90 2.07 22.15
F1661705.0B6 21704 820 7.50 336.37 2.05 20.44
F1281420.001 27792 1500 7.81 341.79 2.52 26.38
F1281420.002 27792 1040 7.75 340.00 2.38 28.11
F1281420.003 27792 2520 8.08 343.58 2.43 26.98
F1281420.004 27792 3120 7.89 347.27 2.36 26.99
F1281420.005 27792 420 7.00 340.37 2.26 32.49
F1281420.006 27792 820 7.42 342.54 2.30 28.78
F1291339.001 19063 1500 12.67 19.95 2.13 11.83
F1291339.002 19063 1040 12.25 19.57 2.33 12.64
F1291339.003 19063 2520 13.20 21.72 2.17 11.44
F1291339.004 19063 3120 12.58 25.05 2.20 11.52
F1291339.005 19063 420 11.13 21.94 2.38 15.58
F1291339.006 19063 820 11.75 21.88 2.29 12.93
F0131639.0A1 32000 1500 13.27 14.02 2.77 15.57
F0131639.0A2 32000 1040 12.49 17.84 2.82 15.83
F0131639.0A3 32000 120 9.29 13.42 2.74 20.74
F0131639.0A4 32000 220 9.67 14.56 2.66 19.16
F0131639.0A5 32000 420 10.58 17.09 2.79 18.29
F0131639.0A6 32000 820 11.89 14.52 2.76 16.31
F0161252.001 20186 1500 11.58 150.45 4.03 11.75
F0161252.002 20186 1040 11.72 150.97 3.99 11.65
F0161252.003 20186 120 11.50 147.05 4.07 12.92
F0161252.004 20186 220 11.70 147.05 4.12 12.52
F0161252.005 20186 420 11.69 149.35 4.13 12.72
F0161252.006 20186 820 11.65 148.93 3.91 12.08
F1731406.0A1 9500 20 5.81 153.02 1.74 30.87
F1731406.0A2 9500 60 5.83 150.00 1.75 29.77
F1731406.0A3 9500 120 6.09 149.83 1.83 28.67
F1731406.0A4 9500 220 6.14 154.41 1.83 27.92
F1731406.0A5 9500 420 6.06 149.40 1.79 26.02
F1731406.0A6 9500 820 6.11 149.20 1.84 24.83
8.3 Synthetic Wind GeneratorAlgorithm
The work on averaging techniques was performedmore than a year before the portable
wind towers were available. One seconddata from the standard towers were recorded only
duringShuttle launches and landings. This limited the available real wind data. In order to
get a sufficient amount of data to empirically confim_the analytical results on averaging, I
devised an algorithm to generate synthetic winds.
The criteria for the synthetic wind generator were as follows:
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• Generateone second wind speed anddirectiondata.
• User selectable meanand standard deviation for both speed and direction.
• All second orderproperties, including correlationsand spectra,realistic.
• Time series appears subjectively"realistic"to experienced observer.
• Logically and computationallysimple to implement.
The structureof the synthetic wind generatorwas determinedby trial and error. Based on
the probability distributions of the real data from the standard wind towers, a lognormal
distribution was selected for wind speed and a Gaussian distribution was selected for wind
direction.
A Gaussian randomnumbergeneratorwas created using the central limit theorem and the
MicrosoftProfessionalBASIC(R)uniform random numbergenerator. Gaussian randomnumbers
having a mean _ and standard deviation (_are generated from uniformrandomnumbers U on
the interval 0 to I by
Lognorma]random numberswere generated by exponentiating Gaussian random numbers
with appropriate adjustmentsto the distribution constants.
To obtain realistic spectra and correlations, the data were smoothed using first order
autoregressive (FOAR)filters ('Merceret1983):
Y(n)= _xY(n- 1)+(1- cx)X(n)
whereX(n) is the nth unfiltereddatumand ¥(n) is the nth filtered datum. The smoothing
constantsa forwind directionandwind speedwereseparatelyempirically tunedforspectral
behaviorapproximatingthe inertial subrange.The correctcorrelationshapesfollowed from
the spectra.Thefinal valueswere0.92forwind speedand0.79forwind direction.The filters
reducethevariance, so theuserselectedvaluewascorrectedbya factor (1-a2)/(1-a) 2before
beingusedbytherandomnumbergenerator.
Duringtheevolutionoftheprogram,certainrefinementsappearedusefuland were
incorporated.Theseincludedprotectionagainstwinddirection"wrap-around",anddefault
valuesforthewinddirectionandspeedstandarddeviations.
Winddirection"wrap-around"occurswhenwinddirectionsle sthanzero rmorethan360
degreesaregenerated.Two protectionmechanismswereemployed.First,sincetherealwind
data llowforarangeof0to540degrees,thatrangewasalsoallowedhere.Second,a "guard
band"offoursigmawasplacedabovezeroandbelowtheupperlimit(360or540).The useris
notpermittedtoselectadesiredmeanwithintheguardbands.
Based strictlyon regression analysis of real winds from the standard SLF towers, formulas
for default standard deviations for wind speed and directionwere implemented. These are
(_s= 0"6(WS_0"6for TATSin kt and
cro = 44 / _ for W5 in ktand WDin degrees.
The resulting values forwind speed sigma areconsistent with those reportedby Leahy, Hansen
and Schroeder(1994),but their values for sigma theta are smaller than those producedby the
above formulaby about a factor of two. Since their results are for stable conditions and these
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Qare for near neutral conditions, and since their topographyis much more regular than that near
the SLF,the difference for sigma theta may not be significant.
The synthetic wind generator was run with a wide range of values for wind speed and
direction, with both default and selected standard deviations. Its performance is summarized
as follows:
• It reliably produces one second winds with the desired mean and standard
deviations forspeed and direction.
• The spectra and correlationsapproximatethose of the inertial subrange as observed
for real winds.
• The algorithmwas easy to implementand runs quickly.
• Experienced observers looking at the time series judged them realistic except as
follows:
Occasional"spikes"occurredin the wind speeds
The absenceof long-term trends, a deliberate design feature, is noticeable and
unrealisticbutnot objectionable.
• Third and fourthmoments are usually realistic but are sometimes contaminatedby
infrequent outliers (the "spikes" observed in the time series).
The results were consistent with the design criteria and the generatorwas used to provide
large quantifies of data forcomparisonof averagingtimes and procedures. Thisconfiguration of
the synthetic wind algorithm was not (andshould not be) used to generate data for the purpose
of examining the propertiesof peak wind speeds.
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The source code in Microsoft Professional BASIC (R) foUows:
DEFLNG I-N
SUB GetFakeWinds (WindArray(),N, HeaderS)
REM Generates simulatedwinds based on user suppliedparameters
COLOR 5: CLS 0: NMIN = 2700 'minimumdata length
LOCATE 3, I0: PRINT "Simulatedwind generatorv 1.4 01/93 FJM/KSC"
COLOR 3: LOCATE 5, 1
PRINT "Theminimum sample size is "; NMIN; " which is the default."
LOCATE 9, 1
INPUT "Howmany wind samplesdo you want for this run?: ", N
IF N < NMIN THEN N = NMIN 'checkfor minimum length
REDIM WindArray(2,N) 'allocateenoughstorage
REM Get the user supplied parameters
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "SubroutineGETFAKEWINDScreates simulatedwinds at one second intervals."
PRINT "You will be asked for the mean and std dev for WS and WD."
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
AlphaS = .92 'defaultvalue for SLF 30 ft WS
AlphaD = .86 * AlphaS 'computedefaultWD smoothingfrom AlphaS and WSBAR
WSbar = 0
DO
INPUT "Enterthe mean(>0) for the windspeed: "; WSbar
LOOP UNTIL WSbar > 0
WSdev = .6 * WSbar ^ .6 'defaultWS sigma
PRINT : PRINT "The recouunendedstandard deviation for WS is "; WSdev
INPUT "To accept this, press enter; otherwise,enter a positive value: "; Temp
IF Temp • 0 THEN WSdev = Temp
DO
PRINT
INPUT "Enter the mean in degrees (0-540)for the wind direction: -; WDbar
LOOP UNTIL (WDbar>= 0) AND (WDbar<= 540)
WDdev = 44 / SQR(WSbar} 'defaultWD sigma
PRINT : PRINT "The recon_nendedstandard deviationfor WD is "; WDdev
INPUT "To accept this, press enter; otherwise,enter a value: "; Temp
IF Temp • 0 THEN WDdev = Temp
REM correct Std. Devs for effect of FOAR filters.
WeightD = FOARrespcor(AlphaD):Weights = FOARrespcor(AlphaS)
REM adjust upper limit and/or WDbar to avoid wrap-arounderrors
LimWD = 360
IF WDbar • 360 THEN LimWD = 540
IF WDbar • 540 THEN
PRINT
PRINT "Mean WD of "; WDbar; " exceeding540 degrees folded to ";
WDbar = WDbar MOD 540
PRINT WDbar
PRINT
END IF •
%
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WrapBorder = 4 * WDdev
IF WrapBorder > 90 THEN
WrapBorder = 90
PRINT
PRINT "Note:Wrap-aroundborders exceed 90 degrees - limited to 90."
PRINT
END IF
REM Protect against zero wrap-around
IF WDbar < WrapBorder THEN
WDbar = WDbar + 360
LimWD = 540
PRINT
PRINT "WDbar too close to zero. To avoid wrap-arounderror, scale "
PRINT "adjustedto 540 and WD adjusted from "; WDbar - 360; " to "; WDbar
PRINT
END IF
REM Protect against upper limit wrap-around
IF (LimWD- WDbar) < WrapBorder THEN
PRINT : PRINT "WDbar too close to upper limit to avoid wrap-arounderror."
IF LimWD < 540 THEN
LimWD = 540
PRINT "Upper limit raised from 360 to 540 degrees."
END IF
IF WDbar > 360 THEN
PRINT "WDbar reduced from "; WDbar; " to ";
WDbar = WDbar - 360
PRINT WDbar; " degrees."
END IF
PRINT
END IF
PRINT
INPUT "Fake Wind setup complete.Press ENTER to continue.", FlagS
REM initialize the wind generator
RANDOMIZE TIMER
WSold = WSbar 'initializeat the means
WDold = WDbar
a = SQR(LOG(I + (WSdev* WeightS / WSbar) ^ 2)) 'computelognormalparameters
B = LOG(WSbar) - a * a / 2
WindArray(0, 0) = 0 'initialtime
WindArray(l, 0) = WSold 'initialWS
WindArray(2, 0) = WDold 'initialWD
PRINT : COLOR 7: PRINT "GeneratingSynthetic-winds."
REM loop to fill the wind arrays
FOR I = 1 TO N
WindArray(0, I) = I ' Time in array
WS = EXP(a * Gau(0, I) + B) ' Lognormal variate
WindArray(l, I) = Alphas * WSold + (I - AlphaS) * WS ' SmoothedWS in array
WSold = WindArray(I, I)
WD = Gau(WDbar, WDdev * WeightD) ' Gaussian variate
WindArray(2, I) = AlphaD * WDold + (i - AlphaD) * WD ' Smoothed WD in array
IF WindArray(2, I) > LimWD THEN 'upperwrap-around
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WindArray(2, I) = WindArray(2,I) M0D 360
END IF
IF WindArray(2, I) < 0 THEN 'lowerwrap-around
WindArray(2, I) = WindArray(2,I) + 360
END IF
WDold = WindArray(2,I)
NEXTI
REM Round the values for display and create the headers
WSbar = CINT(WSbar * i0) ! I0 'to tenths of knots
WSdev = CINT(WSdev * 100) / I00 'to hundredthsof knots
WDbar = CINT(WDbar) 'wholedegrees
WDdev = CINT(WDdev * I0) / I0 'to tenths of a degree
Headers = STR$(WSbar)+ "," + STR$(WSdev)+ "," + STR$(WDbar)+ ","
Headers = Headers + STR$(WDdev)
REM Headers = Headers + "," + STRS(AlphaS)+ "," + STR$(AlphaD)
LHead% = LEN(Header$)
BoilerPlate3$ = "Sav,OS,Sav,O_"
BoilerPlate3$ = BoilerPlate3$+ "= "
BoilerPlate2$ = "SynWinds: • + BoilerPlate3$
BoilerPlatel$= "SyntheticWinds: WSavg,WSO,WDavg,WD_"
BoilerPlatel$ = BoilerPlatel$+ "= "
IF LHead% > 72 THEN
Headers = "Headerexceeded 72 charactersand was omitted."
ELSEIF (LHead%+ LEN(BoilerPlatel$))< 73 THEN
Headers = BoilerPlatel$+ Headers
ELSEIF (LHead%+ LEN(BoilerPlate2$))< 73 THEN
Headers = BoilerPlate2$+ Headers
ELSEIF (LHead%+ LEN(BoilerPlate3$))< 73 THEN
Headers = BoilerPlate3$+ Headers
END IF
END SUB ' End of GETFAKEWINDS **********************************
FUNCTION FOARrespcor(Alpha)
REM corrects for the FOAR response.
REM To account for the reductionof variance by the FOAR filterused to
REM autocorrelatethe winds, an adjustmentcan optionallybe made to the
REM standard deviation.The full correctionto the standarddeviation is
REM SQR((1-Alpha*Alpha)/((1-Alpha)*(1-Alpha)). It gets big at
REM large Alpha. A very close approximationat small Alpha which is
REM smaller at large Alpha is EXP(Alpha).
FOARrespcor= SQR((1 - Alpha * Alpha) / ((1 - Alpha) * (1 - Alpha)))
END FUNCTION
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